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Back in 2006, VPR published a special issue edited by Teresa Mangum that discussed how periodicals might be studied in university classrooms. 1 The essays described innovative and exciting courses that engaged with different aspects of the nineteenth-century press. Each, in its own way, had to engage with a central methodological difficulty: how to provide access to newspapers and periodicals for students. Some managed with photocopies, others with trips to special collections in the library, and many made use of what digital resources were available. Now, with the publication of resources such as Gale Cengage's 19th Century UK Periodicals (1996-) , this key methodological difficulty has largely been overcome. And, as textual transcripts provide access to page images through a searchable index, it has been overcome in such a way that exerts significant bibliographical control over what has long been acknowledged as a recalcitrant and complex print archive. This is not to argue that problems regarding access have been solved. The lack of political will for publicly-funded and accessible digitization programs (in England at least) has meant that the bulk of nineteenthcentury newspapers and periodicals have been published by commercial publishers as packages to be sold to (predominantly North American) academic institutions. In some cases, the Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC), under their JISC Collections scheme, has underwritten the cost of subscriptions for British universities, but access elsewhere depends on the wealth of the institution and the ability of academics to make the case for the expense. Yet for scholars within subscribing institutions, there has been a fundamental transformation in the terms of access to nineteenthcentury newspapers and periodicals. This transformation has the potential to return the press to its central place in studies of nineteenth-century culture, but only through the introduction of a new set of mediating forms. Working with periodicals always involves an engagement with mediation as lost print forms are reconstructed from traces in the surviving print archive. When we use digital resources, we introduce a further dimension to this familiar methodological consideration. The gains from using digital resources are so significant that nobody working within nineteenth-century studies can afford to ignore them. My argument here is that both students and scholars must be equipped to understand the constitution of this new digital representation of nineteenth-century print culture.
Some Myths about Digital Scholarship
The web, at the time of writing, is twenty-one years old-older than most of the undergraduate students on campus. Computers, of course, are much older, and computation has been both a method and object of study for as long as the modern university has existed. The digital humanities traces its roots back to Father Busa's work in the 1940s, and computational methods have long been employed in a number of humanities disciplines.
2 Neither digital scholarship, then, nor digital culture, can really be approached as if they were still new. The rhetoric of novelty has political value, for both advocates and critics, but does not provide an intellectual framework through which to approach digital resources. A better approach is to substitute novelty for difference, taking the digital on its own terms while embracing the implicit question, "different from what?" It is this methodological embrace of difference that underpins each of my responses to the four myths below.
The next generation knows what it is doing.
Marc Prensky's influential paper, "Digital Natives, Digital Immigrants," from 2001, argued that young people, because they have been exposed to digital culture for most of their lives, are intrinsically different learners than those who adapted to it later in life.
3 These "digital natives," according to Prensky, "think and process information fundamentally differently from their predecessors" and so require a learning environment and methodology specially attuned to their needs. Prensky's paper remains persuasive, I suspect, because it provides a scholarly justification for the widely-held but largely anecdotal notion that youth bestows technical Forum competence. Since then, a number of studies have exploded the myth of the digital native, focusing particularly on the difference between familiarity with various digital technologies-a kind of superficial competence-and a deeper, critical proficiency. What these studies reveal is that the technical competence of the young is routinely overstated, especially by the young people themselves. 4 They may have grown up with an always-on internet, available through a variety of devices (phones, music players, laptops, tablets) providing access to a range of interactive environments that connect people in various ways (the web, social networks), but this experience, important though it is, does not necessarily equip them to understand how it all works. Interactions online are structured by multiple black-boxesshiny devices that give no clue as to their operation; interfaces that conceal their architecture and data structures-to create a user experience that is as unobtrusive and intuitive as possible. As Apple's recent marketing slogan-"it just works"-suggests, the investment in usability insulates users from the mechanism, the technology that enables work, as well as the labour that goes into producing the technology itself.
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Without some understanding of hardware and software, it is difficult for users to get the most out of the tools they use. This is particularly important for those using digital technology to carry out advanced work such as scholarship, which depends on complex informational retrieval and analysis. A 2008 report commissioned by the JISC and the British Library carried out at University College London looked at the behaviour of the "Google Generation" (anyone born after 1985) in higher education. 6 What they found was that students in academic environments demonstrated fairly basic information literacy. Eighty-three percent began information-seeking tasks with a simple web search, and ninety-three percent reported satisfaction with what they found, despite the difficulty of managing long lists of results or evaluating what was returned. 7 The "Google Generation," it appears, is happy to "get by with Google"; however, what the report also found was that this behaviour is not just limited to this demographic but is exhibited by most researchers in digital environments. The Google Generation might be in need of remedial attention, but, the report suggests, we are all the Google Generation now. 
The value of digital resources is in how well they imitate nondigital material.
When using digital resources to access nineteenth-century periodicals, it easy to be struck by how the digital representations differ from the objects in the archive. The principal gains from using the current range of digital resources are searchability and access: in other words, digitization is used to produce an easily-retrievable version of the source object that can function as a surrogate for whatever is in the archive. Given this logic, it is easy to argue that the better the representation, the better the resource, yet treating digital representations as surrogates limits the possibilities of interpretation. The computer, because it has been designed that way, is adept at simulation, but, as N. Katherine Hayles has noted, it achieves this "because it is completely unlike print in its architecture or functioning."
9
This difference means that any digital representation must be deficient in some way. Smell, weight, texture, and size, for instance, are all important aspects of the materiality of print and are all difficult to translate into digital media. Encoding is always interpretive, and any digital representation selects certain features to reproduce at the cost of others. For some types of analysis-those focusing on textual content, for instance, or reproducible aspects of page images such as layout or typography-this might not matter, but for others it can always be argued that the digital representation is inferior. Such an attitude means that the best that can be accomplished with digital resources is similar work to that carried out using print; at worst, it means that the sort of scholarship carried out using digital resources will never be as good as that carried out using the print archive.
Yet this is a false choice based on a false premise. Digital resources should not replace the material in the archive but instead complement it, providing another way to approach whatever is being studied. Just as bound volumes of periodicals only partially represent the issues as they were published, so the print archive is itself a partial representation of nineteenth-century print culture. Research using periodicals is always partly an attempt to reconstruct a lost context, whether this is alternative forms in which a text was published or the broader historical culture in which such forms were meaningful. Digital resources provide a different way to approach this absent context. Once we recognize that the objects in the archive are simply the "originals" because they happen to survive, then we can start to use digital resources to reimagine the relationship between the archive and the past. Indeed, nostalgia for the aura of print objects often derives from a failure to recognize the material specificity of the digital objects. Focusing on what is missing from digital representations means that what they add can be neglected. The ability to search, for instance, is so familiar that it is often taken for granted, yet it depends upon the addition of a layer of processable textual information that can yield all sorts of information about content, style, and genre. And it is not just the textual transcript: digitization renders all selected aspects of the periodical as data, providing material that can be interrogated or employed in various ways. 10 All of these activities depend on the way in which digital resources differ from the print objects on which they are based. Only comparison can establish the difference between digital resources and print, but it is a mistake to equate this difference with deficit. 
3.
Digital resources and objects, whatever they might be, are unworthy of study in their own right.
The way most digital resources of nineteenth-century periodicals and newspapers are presented to users deliberately effaces their mediating role, suggesting instead that they are simply gateways to content. This has the effect of affirming the digital representations as surrogates, standing in for hard copy tucked away in archives that are difficult to access. However, as digitization projects effectively republish the material that they contain, these resources actually constitute a type of edition. They may not label themselves as such, and certainly would not qualify as scholarly editions, but they represent, nonetheless, the first attempt to republish large amounts of nineteenth-century serials (with, perhaps, the exception of microfilm) since the nineteenth century.
11 Just as those in literary studies would not teach a literary text without due regard to its transmission and form, so scholars working with digital resources of nineteenth-century newspapers and periodicals must attend to the way in which digital resources redefine their content through the way it is presented.
Users must be able to analyse how a resource has been put together if they are to understand how the digital representation differs from whatever it republishes. As argued above, this might serve to alert users to how a resource misrepresents the source objects; however, it can also serve the more valuable purpose of allowing the user to understand how a specific instantiation of the source material affects what it means. All editorial projects make arguments about whatever they republish, and digital resources are no exception. Just like editions in print, a digital resource affects the meaning of republished material through its selection, presentation, contextual or supplementary matter, and interface. The latter is particularly important, as the user of a digital resource has much more agency than the reader of a print edition. In fact, interfaces are explicitly designed to regulate the behaviour of users so that they carry out certain predetermined and predictable tasks. An understanding of how a resource has been put together allows users to recognize how what they do within a resource affects what it is possible to learn. It will allow them to take full advantage of what the resource offers, but it might also allow them to work against the grain, allowing the content to be leveraged in ways unimagined by its designers.
The presentation of resources as portals to content makes it easy to dismiss them as providers of a service rather than cultural artefacts in their own right. These resources are expensive to produce (and so expensive to buy), innovative, and have a major impact upon scholarship. At present, publishers do not see the value in documenting their methodology (or at least making it available), nor do they provide accessible histories of the content they republish beyond introductory essays about the source material. There is little or no information about where this material is from (which archives?), what has been omitted (multiple editions? supplements?), any intermediary forms (microfilm?), let alone the various transformations that underpin the production of the image and metadata delivered over the web. Given the stake scholars have in this digital material and the fact that it will be used, in one form or another, as it is republished in new resources into the foreseeable future, it is vital that we can account for its history. Treating resources as if they were publications rather than libraries would be a good start, incorporating them within networks of citations that begin to document the various forms in which they appear. Scholars, as the key market for such resources, might also begin to lobby publishers to provide methodological accounts and editorial apparatus as standard. Lastly, scholars must begin to take seriously the problem of curation, preserving resources so that it remains possible to account for the history of the discipline into the future.
Teaching these skills is someone else's job.
There are a number of places where the skills required to become a critical user of digital resources might be developed on campus. Librarians have enormous expertise in information literacy and have been at the forefront of skills training for some time. Some campuses may also have dedicated e-learning units that can work with both staff and students to identify gaps in provision and develop appropriate resources. Given the recent rise in profile of the digital humanities, it is tempting to see this discipline as a locus for these sorts of activities. Yet there is substantial evidence that these skills can be provided far more effectively in context. Given their importance, both within the academy and beyond, simply relying on staff and students to locate and develop the appropriate skills without embedding them within formal programs is not really adequate for a higher education system in the twenty-first century.
12 Instead of a haphazard approach to digital literacy, then, it is important that these skills become an integral part of the humanities as taught within the disciplines. The importance of digital resources to the study of nineteenth-century newspapers and periodicals means that those teaching this material cannot afford to neglect digital skills. If lecturers simply point students towards digital resources or offer digital facsimiles as replacements for hard copy, then they affirm the rhetoric of surrogacy that diminishes both digital resources and the significance of the archive. Students need the skills to interrogate digital resources, but they also need the skills to critique them just as they would any other edition. Given limited resources and expertise, lecturers cannot be expected to do everything, so it is important to identify and draw upon what is already available on campus; however, the next stage is to work out how these skills might be developed through working with digitized newspapers and periodicals. This means treating the resources as mediating objects, building the use of resources into class activities and discussion, encouraging students to consider how these resources work and, perhaps most importantly, to consider how they relate to a past that is usually approached through a few surviving objects in the archives. All these activities are scalable and can be adapted or pursued in as much detail as individual lecturers feel is appropriate or comfortable. It might be that lecturers just take the time to explore the digital resource, pointing out how it structures particular patterns of behaviour and maintains a particular representation of its contents. Some might encourage students to work with digital media, producing their own projects based on periodicals and perhaps publishing them online.
13 Given the ease of online publishing, the amount of technical support available (especially from the digital humanities community), and the size of the print archive, such projects can become valuable research resources in their own right.
Conclusion: Teaching Digital Literacy
No scholar working with nineteenth-century periodicals or newspapers can ignore the digital resources that have been published over the past five years or so. Simply by exerting a measure of bibliographic control over the archive, these resources have the potential to return the press-and print culture more generally-to the centre of nineteenth-century studies. Yet if scholars neglect to develop and pass on the skills required to become critical users, then these resources, despite all their potential, will function as article-retrieving tools that privilege text over image while positioning their users as passive consumers of content. The publication of these resources represents an opportunity to demonstrate the importance of the printed material that we study, but we have to know how to get the resources to work for us. This can be done by getting to know them, of course, but it may be that we have to become more active in specifying what we want from publishers or even build our own.
Digital resources allow us to share the nineteenth-century press with our students, but they also allow us to recognize and validate skills that can be applied much more widely than historical research. Although I am wary about endorsing a utilitarian agenda with regards to the academy, especially as this discourse is used (particularly in the UK) to drive up fees to an unprecedented level, it is important to recognize the place of the uni-versity in the wider information economy. If our students are to become good, engaged citizens, then they need the skills to participate within digital culture.
This might sound demanding or like something someone else should be doing, but I think that those who work with historical newspapers and periodicals are particularly well-placed to develop these skills. Working with newspapers and periodicals entails recognizing the historical specificity of technology, media, and practice-all things that apply to the use of digital resources. Given that nearly all scholars who work with the nineteenth-century press are already working with digital media, the application of these skills can become part of everyday research and teaching. It is a central tenet of the study of newspapers and periodicals that medium matters: our interrogative and critical skills simply need to be applied to the media that represent the print archive, while ensuring that we remember that the print archive represents something too.
Lastly, I think that we have no choice about all this. The objects that we study have already been digitized in vast numbers and so we must be prepared to become adept users of digital resources and share what we learn. The process of digitization is by no means complete, and the threat of Patrick Leary's "offline penumbra" remains very real as new canons of titles emerge according to their accessibility.
14 Yet there are sufficient numbers of publications in digital form that even when working with those not yet digitized, it is likely that scholars will have recourse to digital resources in order to make comparisons and establish the place of a publication in the market. Using these resources makes the print archive much more accessible, allowing it to play a part in all the disciplines with an interest in the period. The resources allow periodicals and newspapers to easily become part of presentations, to enter the classroom, and to be used and manipulated by students. The study of newspapers and periodicals has always turned on the question of mediation: how publications present texts; how different forms of publications represent other, absent forms; and how the fragmented print archive represents an absent, thriving print culture. The future of nineteenth-century newspapers and periodicals depends upon how they are interpreted by a new media, but it is a media that we are well-placed to use, critique, and appropriate. In 2012, we will release the complete run of the Sunday Times, bringing the total number of historical newspapers in our Gale NewsVault programme up to fourteen. This represents over 400 years of history, 2,500 individual newspaper titles, and eleven million pages of historic media-all cross-searchable.
Blatant plug over and done with. What has been interesting for us is how the usage of these archives has taken unexpected turns. When Gale, now part of Cengage Learning, released The Times Digital Archive in 2003, we expected the main audience to be academic researchers. The original publicity campaign even stated as much:
The full research potential of The Times is being unlocked, or perhaps unleashed. Complete pages and all the articles from our first 200 years will shortly be available online in a form that makes possible astonishingly sophisticated searches. . . . Such phenomenal tools will inevitably change the nature of research. However, as RSVP members well know, there is an increasing desire to use The Times Digital Archive and other newspaper archives as teaching and learning resources in the school and university classroom. Participants in the roundtable at the 2011 RSVP conference discussed innovative ways of doing so, such as asking students to select a political cartoon in Punch and present it to the class or getting them to search 19 th century British
Forum
Library Newspapers in order to complete "case files" for notorious Victorian criminals: the nature of their crimes, how they were caught, and how their cases were portrayed in the media.
Student Researchers
All of this raises promising possibilities. One of the key goals of teaching undergraduate humanities students is to turn them from learners in need of a good reading list into scholars capable of researching a dissertation independently-or, as I like to put it, turn Harry Potter from innocent cherub into hardened wizard. Digital resources offer the key to the metaphorical Hogwarts. These resources transform learning because they allow students to engage with primary sources much earlier, and in greater depth, than was previously possible. Primary sources make the past tangible. Would today's students believe you if you told them that early twentieth-century society idealised women with curves, not today's size zero models? A 1939 advertisement in the Picture Post Historical Archive for a dietary supplement can show them how things have changed: "After repeated failures I was persuaded to try Irvona, and the result was most astounding. In a month I had put on twenty-eight pounds and was transformed from a skinny, underweight weakling to a well-formed being full of energy and vitality." Primary sources also encourage critical thinking. What is the writer's motivation? Do I believe what he or she says? Will I really gain one pound a day if I take Irvona? In an age where the humanities are being forced to justify themselves in relation to vocational and scientific subjects with direct applications to the "real world," digital archives can help students acquire highly versatile analytical skills.
Challenges
There are challenges to bringing digital archives into the classroom and getting students to explore them for themselves. I would like to focus on three and offer a few suggestions on how publishers such as Cengage Learning can help teachers overcome these problems.
Firstly, we must not assume that because the current crop of students has grown up with computers they know how to navigate all things digital. As others have commented, "digital natives" is a misleading term.
3 The indigenous citizens of Planet Google are comfortable with computers but not smart with them. 4 I have seen more than one student search The Times Digital Archive for "Jack the Ripper" and then wonder why their first search result dates from October 1888, rather than when the first acknowl-edged "Ripper" murder took place in August. October is of course when the "Jack the Ripper" letters started coming to public attention; whether the letters were fake or not, prior to then the killer had left no such calling card, so earlier articles about East End murders contained no reference to "Jack the Ripper." Allowing users to create public tags, as we are introducing with Nineteenth Century Collections Online, will gradually help to overcome such problems by creating more intelligent indexes.
Fundamentally, digital archives are databases, and databases are not Google. Does anyone use the advanced search page on Google? Yet to get the most out of a digital archive, students will need to master Boolean searching and wildcard operators-essential information and communication technology skills rarely developed without guidance. Teachers will need to provide training and supervision, but pressures on their time will only increase. Much work remains to be done, and publishers can start to help by providing in-product tutorials, a range of support materials, and platforms for sharing lesson plans. Providing a consistent and intuitive search experience across archives will allow students to become familiar with how a database works.
Secondly, there is a danger of assuming that what is not digitized is unimportant. In the words of James J. Hastings, Director of Access Programs at the US National Archives: "If researchers conclude that the only valuable records are those that are online they will be missing major parts of the story of history. And in some cases they will miss the story altogether."
5 Students raised on the convenience of online resources may be particularly prone to falling into this trap. Adrian Bingham has drawn attention to the hazards of relying on the Times as a sole historical newspaper source. It might well have been the newspaper of record for much of its existence, but it should not be seen in isolation from other historical newspapers, many of which had much higher circulation figures. 6 There are ways to combat this with the material already digitized. Cross-searching newspaper archives via Gale NewsVault helps challenge assumptions about where researchers should look for material. By starting a search in Gale NewsVault, instead of an individual archive, a researcher may well be surprised by where appropriate material can be found. 19 th Century US Newspapers has more than 12,000 hits for "Charles Dickens," supplementing the 35,000 in 19 th Century British Library Newspapers. Articles on my own pet area of study-the mysterious sea serpent sighted throughout the nineteenth century-appear in most newspapers, not just the Illustrated London News, which is where I first came across it. And who would have thought that the Financial Times would be such an excellent source for 1970s punk rock?
A particularly useful feature in Gale NewsVault allows users to jump (with one click) to other newspapers published on the same day as the arti-Forum cle, page, or issue currently being viewed. Why does this matter? Full-text searching does not always bring up the same news story as reported in two separate newspapers. If one paper runs a story titled "Cholera Outbreak in Montreal" and another runs a story about the same public health emergency titled "Disease Epidemic Feared in Canada," a search for "Cholera" might only return the first result, and users would not know about the second story. By using the "also published on this day" link, users can crossbrowse the news and see if the same story was reported elsewhere with a different title and perspective.
Perhaps the most effective way publishers can help students and researchers overcome the problem of over-reliance on individual sources is by continuing to digitize more and broader types of material, thus widening the pool of available digital records. For example, the tabloid press is getting academic recognition for the important role it has played in shaping British society, yet "popular newspapers," with their sensationalist stories and opinionated editorials, are still only modestly digitized. Much scope remains for showing students that the Times was just one (important) part of a vibrant journalistic landscape.
Thirdly, students need to understand what newspapers are and learn to appreciate their historical context. Historians are trained to interrogate the primary sources they handle. But the stubs of history found in digital newspapers are all too easily left unquestioned, and the editorial process of choosing what was "newsworthy" is likewise readily left unconsidered. Newspapers create a phenomenon of "negative bias," whereby the exceptional and the ghoulish are given prominence at the expense of the routine and the everyday. It is consequently vital that users of newspaper archives take advantage of the "view page" and "browse issue" functions that allow them to see their article in the context of the page and issue in which it was printed. Only through doing so can they understand the editorial principles behind that paper, what stories and news they emphasised, and (most crucial of all), the advertising that bankrolled the whole enterprise.
Again, publishers can help here by providing a wider range of support materials to help place newspaper archives in their proper historical setting. With The Illustrated London News Historical Archive, a number of RSVP members have helped create introductory essays on given topics, such as "The ILN and Disasters," "The ILN and Literature," and "The ILN and Public Health." The essays provide an introduction to the ILN's treatment of the chosen subject, links to key articles on the topic, and suggestions for useful search terms. These can help ease students into using the newspaper for a chosen area of study.
Perhaps a publisher is the least qualified person to pronounce on matters relating to teaching and learning. After all, I am neither a teacher nor learner in any professional or full-time sense. But like all publishers, I have a passion to see the information I digitize used and disseminated as widely as possible. If the above musings have served any purpose at all, I hope it has been to demonstrate that the use of digital resources by teachers and students has become increasingly important to our thinking.
Digital archives are firmly embedded in research life, but if the next generation of scholars is to benefit from this, these resources will need to become an everyday part of their learning experience. Publishers want to help here; education is our livelihood, after all. If there are things that publishers can do to facilitate this process, then perhaps the most powerful thing a teacher or lecturer can do is provide us with suggestions, constructive criticism, and positive feedback. Only through advice from people on the ground will we know how best to optimise our archives for classroom use. Last week I interviewed a group of fresh-faced young students who were hoping to pursue a history degree at my university. They were an enthusiastic bunch. "I've always had a passion for history," one told me. "Ever since I was little I've wanted to unravel the mysteries of the past." Another reminisced about a childhood trip to Hadrian's Wall and recalled the sense of exhilaration she felt whilst digging through the ruins in search of Roman treasure. "That," she said, "was the moment when I fell in love with history." After the interviews were over, I began to think about my own relationship with the past. When had I fallen in love with the idea of becoming a historian and why? Unlike my interviewees, I could not trace the roots of my passion back to a formative childhood moment. I grew up surrounded by history-my dad, Dr. Tony Nicholson, is also a history lecturer-but I remained largely indifferent to its charms. I enjoyed the subject at school, but it did not fire my imagination or stimulate my creativity in the same way as English literature or media studies. When I imagined my future, I pictured myself living in Manhattan, hanging out in jazz clubs, and writing Oscar-winning screenplays. When I pitched this idea to my career advisor, he gently suggested that "becoming the next Woody Allen" was not a realistic career path for a seventeen-yearold Yorkshireman. "Do a proper subject at university," he urged me, "and make sure that you have something to fall back on when your dreams fall through." My decision to study history was, as a result, born of pragmatism rather than passion. It offered me a respectable academic degree in a subject that I had occasionally demonstrated some aptitude for at school. More importantly, the low contact hours left me with plenty of time to work on my sitcom about a maverick detective who played by his own rules. I would stick with history for three years, I told myself, and then put the past behind me.
I do not mean to suggest that I arrived at university with absolutely no enthusiasm for my chosen subject. Hitler rules over Britain's high school curriculum with an iron fist, and I harboured some hope that things might become more interesting once I left the Nazis behind. I was also taken by the idea of venturing out and doing my own original research. When I was growing up, I idolised characters like Indiana Jones and the hard-boiled private eyes of film noir-people who tracked down clues, unearthed new discoveries, and unravelled mysteries. That was the kind of history I wanted to do. I wanted to be what Richard Altick memorably described as a "scholar adventurer."
1 I pictured myself sitting in dusty archives, pouring through piles of forgotten manuscripts, waiting for that eureka moment when I would discover something totally new and extraordinary.
Of course, when I finally got to university, things did not turn out quite as I had hoped. My weekly routine consisted of attending lectures, reading a couple of book chapters or journal articles, and then discussing the authors' arguments in seminars. When I did come into contact with primary sources, they were the kind of texts and objects that had already been poured over thousands of times by lecturers and their students. When I wrote essays, there was little expectation that I would do any original research; I simply had to demonstrate sound knowledge of existing debates and position myself logically in relation to them. I now recognise that these are vitally important skills for historians, but at the time the process of mastering them left me cold. Where was the adventure? Where was the creativity? When would I actually get to do some proper historical research?
By the end of my first year-and despite the best efforts of some genuinely outstanding teachers-I had become disillusioned. My grades were mediocre, my mind wandered ever more quickly to Manhattan during lectures, and I found it harder and harder to summon the energy required to labour through my reading list. I was beginning to think about dropping out. The final thing I had to do before the summer holiday was come up with an idea for a long essay project. Here, at long last, it seemed like there might be an opportunity for me to conduct some archival research. Unfortunately, the project had to be based in the field of medieval history-my personal tutor's specialism and a subject that I had never studied. I had no idea what to do. On one particularly desperate evening, I found myself reading the Wikipedia entry for the Venerable Bede in search of inspiration. It came from an unexpected source. Just as I was about to give up for the night, my phone rang. It was my dad. He told me that he had come across something that I might be interested in. It turned out that he was referring to The Times Digital Archive-the first database to provide a complete, fully searchable run of a major British newspaper. He had been gleefully entering keywords into it all day and wanted to share some of the peculiar things that he had found. After a while, he gave me a quick walkthrough on how to use the database and left to have his dinner. I figured that I would have a quick play with it and then get back to work on my essay; five hours later, I was still sitting there, my eyes glued to the screen.
I started (as narcissists like me always do when presented with a new technology) by putting my own name into the search box. After a few minutes of browsing, I discovered a dramatic court report about a burglary in Cumberland which had resulted in the shooting of a police constable. Mr. Robert Nicholson, a labourer from Plumpton, was appearing in court as a key witness for the prosecution.
2 Another namesake, Sir Robert Nicholson, found himself on the wrong side of the law. He had once served as a colonel in the English ranks of Garibaldi's Italian Legion, but now, having racked up debts of £2,300, he found himself in the court of bankruptcy. I tracked the progress of his case from his imprisonment in July 1865, to his release five months later, and finally to December 1866 when, despite the protests of an out-of-pocket upholsterer, he was cleared to resume his military career.
3 A few minutes later, I happened upon a page of remarkable advertisements in which the Royal Aquarium publicized the performances of a high-wire gymnast named Zaeo and printed a "special announcement" informing the public that "Farini's Contented Genuine Zulus" would perform "war dances, war songs, [and] marriage festivities" twice a day at the venue for the admittance of one shilling. 4 This final message piqued my interest, so I put the terms "Farini" and "Zulus" into the search engine. Within seconds I was presented with thirty-seven relevant articles, including several court reports detailing a contract dispute between Farini and four of his supposedly "contented" Zulus and another in which five of his performers were charged with causing disorderly conduct on Westminster Bridge.
5
I spent the rest of the night wandering down new avenues of print. I browsed through columns of foreign correspondence, perused a roundup of Christmas book reviews, and marvelled at a report of a six-day "walking match" in which an American named Frank "Black Dan" Hart walked 540 miles around Madison Square Garden.
6 I laughed at the peculiar adverts for patent medicines, encountered an illicit romance between "Adam and Eve" blossoming in the paper's personal ads, and found myself drawn into coverage of an Italian murder trial. 7 Every click seemed to lead to exciting new discoveries. Here, at last, was the kind of hands-on research that I had been waiting for. Hundreds of years of history were at my fingertips. I was hooked.
This was not a Damascene conversion. I did not go to bed that night and dream of becoming a newspaper historian. However, a spark of interest had been ignited, and I was keen to visit the archive again. There was just one problem. How could I use a newspaper database to research medieval history? The grim reality of the situation hit me. I had finally found a form of history that I enjoyed, but now I was faced with the prospect of returning, quite literally, to the dark ages. Nevertheless, I booted up my laptop and logged into the database. I am not sure what I expected to find, but I put the term "medieval" into the search engine. After a few minutes of browsing, I chanced upon a story from August 1839 headed "The Tournament."
8
It described the preparations being made for a spectacular medieval festival which was soon to be held at Eglinton Castle in North Ayrshire. Once again, my interest was piqued, and (partly as a way to avoid my real work) I spent the next few hours tracking coverage of the event in the database. The tournament captured the imagination of Victorian observers from the moment it was announced: when some of the would-be knights assembled in St. Johns-Wood to practice their jousting, a crowd of six thousand fashionable Londoners turned up to witness the spectacle. The Times also published correspondence between the Earl of Eglinton and the Sheriff of Ayrshire in which the latter voiced concerns about the possibility of knights being killed during the tournament. 10 On the day of the event, specially chartered steamers poured in from Liverpool, Belfast, and Glasgow. Unfortunately, the tournament was blighted by a day of torrential rain and howling wind which transformed the fields and tents into a swamp. Twenty thousand spectators, many of them in full medieval dress, were soaked to the skin and had to trudge home through eight miles of mud in their satin shoes. Many resorted to drink, a decision which reportedly "imparted an animation to their language and gestures much more grotesque than elegant." 11 The earl and his friends were relentlessly pilloried in the press, and the image of a knight on horseback holding an umbrella soon became the enduring symbol of the tournament.
I was fascinated by the press response to Eglinton and resolved to push my luck by writing my essay on the subject of Victorian medievalism. It was the right decision. For the first time, I found myself enjoying the pursuit of academic history. Most surprisingly of all, I even enjoyed the secondary reading. Rather than approach the topic through the work of other historians, I used their research, theories, and arguments to explain and contextualise my own discoveries. My reading was driven by a new sense of purpose, and I rarely found my mind wandering from the page. A few days later, my essay was complete. The result was far from spectacular-I will not be submitting it to VPR any time soon-but it was a cut above the standard of my previous work. I was proud of it. More importantly, I found myself looking forward to my next assignment. The rest, quite literally, is history. From that moment on, I used The Times Digital Archive at every opportunity. Reading back over my old essays, it is hard to find one in which the database does not make an appearance: essays on the intellectual aftermath of the French Revolution; early twentieth-century attitudes to poverty; the place of the New Woman in late Victorian culture; the history of the scouting movement; Peter Bailey's theory of "parasexuality"; a "landscape biography" of a northern mining village; and my BA dissertation on the relationship between masculinity and domesticity.
I enjoyed writing every one of them, and this newfound passion was reflected in my grades. Rather than hovering on the boundary between a 2.1 and a 2.2, I soon found myself targeting a high first. In the end, I graduated at the top of my year and went on to do an MA in Victorian studies. By this point, The Times Digital Archive had been joined by the first instalment of the remarkable 19 th Century British Library Newspapers database. I used this new collection in projects exploring the cult of the detective, the Victorian fascination with glamorous French swindlers, the circulation of American jokes, and the place of Chicago in the British imagination. These last two projects formed the basis of my PhD dissertation, "Looming Large: America and the Late-Victorian Press, 1865-1900," which developed innovative new digital research methodologies in order to explore the role played by newspapers and periodicals in shaping the Victorian relationship with America and its popular culture.
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However, whilst digital archives played a key role in my development as a historian, these resources were not formally integrated into any of my undergraduate or postgraduate courses. I discovered new databases, learned how to use them, and then applied them to my research under my own steam. The majority of my fellow students-and a remarkable number of my lecturers-were entirely unaware of the new resources. I did not expect everybody to share my passion for digital research, but I could not understand why such a powerful suite of tools had been left to gather virtual dust. Here, it seemed to me, was a great opportunity to bridge the gap between the archive and the classroom, a chance to make original primary research a core part of the undergraduate experience. I experimented with the possibilities of this approach whilst working as a teaching assistant. Existing course structures prevented me from making any radical changes, but students responded positively to the database when I invited them to explore its riches in preparation for a seminar on Victorian crime. I also designed a "Discover History" taster session for visiting high school students in which I challenged them to use the British Library newspaper database to track down information on a selection of glamorous Victorian criminals.
Whilst these brief encounters with digital research went down well with students, it was not possible in these one-off sessions to explore the methodological potential of online archives in any depth. When I was offered a temporary lecturing contract at Swansea University in early 2012, I immediately pitched the idea of a new undergraduate history module designed specifically around the use of digital archives. The result was a new thirdyear module entitled "Digital Detectives: Unravelling the Mysteries of Victorian Popular Culture." Here is how I pitched it to prospective students:
History is changing. The rise of the internet and the development of online archives are transforming the ways in which we explore the past. In particular, the digitization of nineteenth-century books, magazines, and newspapers is currently revealing fragments of Victorian culture that have been hidden for centuries. Who would have thought, for example, that the Victorians loved American jokes or that Sherlock Holmes advertised Beecham's Pills? Best of all, professional historians have barely scratched the surface of these new archives; plenty of new discoveries are waiting to be made.
This module gives you the opportunity to join the hunt. At the start of each week you will be introduced to a new research topic, given training in cuttingedge digital methodologies, and then given time to explore the archives. Later in the week you will meet again to share your discoveries. In the process, you will uncover new sources of evidence and use them to put the arguments of professional historians to the test. Finally, in the second half of the module you will use your new skills to conduct a small primary research project on a topic of your choice. No technical expertise is required; if you can use Google, you will be fine.
Topics covered include Jack the Ripper and the Victorian thirst for murder; Sherlock Holmes and the cult of the detective; W. T. Stead's sensational expose of child prostitution; the birth of tabloid journalism; and the origins of Britain's love affair with America.
The response was remarkably positive. I was told to expect a class size of less than ten but soon found that twenty-four students had decided to drop one of their other modules and take a chance on "Digital Detectives" instead. Other students asked for permission to attend the sessions unofficially.
In the first session, I distributed a questionnaire to students asking them to explain the factors that drew them to the course. Some professed an interest in the topics. Thanks to the popularity of the recent BBC adaptation, Sherlock Holmes turned out to be a big draw, whilst one optimistic respondent wrote that he hoped to "catch Jack the Ripper." Others were predictably enthusiastic about the absence of an exam. However, the majority highlighted the chance to use digital archives as their key motivation for choosing the course. Some had begun to experiment with online newspaper databases for their dissertation research but were unsure how to make the most of them. Others demonstrated an enthusiasm for digital research. "It seems like a brilliant idea to use digital resources as a signifi-cant part of the course in this day and age," replied one student. "There isn't enough of a focus on using digital resources in a history degree." Another was excited by the chance to "discover something new" about the past that professional historians had yet to uncover.
At the time of writing, the course is in the middle of its fourth week. The first three sessions were taught as two-hour workshops in one of the university's computer labs. I introduced students to the 19 th Century British Library Newspapers archive, gave them a chance to explore its contents for coverage of the Ripper murders, and then walked them through a four-step methodology for identifying and rejecting "keywords." Once they were comfortable with using the database, I asked students to work in teams of five to research specific elements of the Ripper case, such as the press representation of the victims or the reporting of the murders in the provincial press. The following week, students reported their findings back to the class in the form of a fifteen-minute presentation. I was impressed by the quality of their research and their ability to independently solve methodological problems.
This week, I have assigned a piece of secondary reading on the representation of police detectives in the Victorian press and asked them to test the author's arguments by exploring the databases. Students are also developing ideas for a three-thousand-word project essay to be written on a topic of their choice. Thus far, no serious technical problems have emerged. I ensured that students were comfortable with using the database before allowing them to work in groups and, eventually, independently. Some students are more confident at using the archive than others, but all have grasped the basic concepts underpinning the design of a methodologically sound search query, and some are beginning to think about quantitative approaches to the database.
More importantly, students seem to be enjoying the chance to do their own research. Last week, I received an unsolicited e-mail from a member of the class. "I just wanted to say that I thought the lecture on Friday was brilliant," he wrote. "I have long waited for history to take a leap into the future. The idea of re-discovering the past seems more attainable and thus more exciting." I was delighted. When I first began to use The Times Digital Archive I was enchanted by the thrill of discovery. My unexpected love affair with history was kick-started when I assumed the mantle of a digital detective. I never looked back. However, for all of my enthusiasm, I harboured doubts about my ability to stimulate the same excitement in my students. It is far too early to declare my current experiment a success, but the initial signs are promising. Students seem genuinely enthusiastic about the chance to pursue their own primary research. Some are voluntarily spending far more time exploring the databases than I require of them. In each session, they have gleefully shared their latest discoveries with me and the rest of the class.
It is not hard to identify the roots of their enthusiasm. After all, we all want to be detectives. For historians, few things beat that eureka moment when we solve a puzzle and unearth a new piece of evidence. Students come to university in search of that feeling. They want to unravel the mysteries of the past. They expect to explore new frontiers. Instead, we lead them over well-trodden ground. We ask them to read historiography, digest long-running debates, and analyse primary sources which have long since been mined of all new information. This approach was understandable at a time when the regular use of archives was difficult to organise. It would be unrealistic for students outside of London to make weekly visits to the British Library. However, digitization has annihilated these problems of time and space. It is now possible for thousands of students to access millions of pages of nineteenth-century print culture without leaving their bedrooms. Digitization allows us to transform classrooms into archives; hands-on primary research can be interspersed with lectures and group discussions. In a matter of minutes, anybody can start to play detective. This is not to suggest the abandonment of secondary literature and historiographical debate but rather a fundamental reorganization of how we teach undergraduate history. Rather than approach primary research as an afterthought or a high-level skill only entrusted to experienced students, I want to put it at the centre of our teaching, to allow students the chance to ask their own questions, choose their own paths, and develop their own interpretations. Digitization has given us the tools. A new generation of scholar adventurers is waiting for us to unleash them. The Periodical Poetry Index is a research database of citations to Englishlanguage poems published in nineteenth-century periodicals. This collaborative project grew out of our individual research interests in Victorian poetry and print culture and our shared recognition of the need for such a reference source. Although the database is still in progress, our work in developing the index has already shown us many pedagogical benefits and possibilities. Several of the key elements of the Periodical Poetry Index project design and workflow have significant implications for teaching and learning at the college or university level. These include expanding access to scholarly sources for students and teachers, encouraging research methods that take advantage of the nature of print culture, sharing our own research process that evolves with and through the index, and collaborating across institutional and geographic locations.
Access to nineteenth-century public domain texts has, with digitization, been opened to users in locations without hard copy runs of Victorian periodicals. However, the incorporation of these public domain texts into subscription databases restricted to users of specific libraries can in some instances create blocks to learning and research. We have decided that the Periodical Poetry Index will always be made freely available online so that access is open to all students and teachers, regardless of institutional affiliation. In keeping with this policy, work on the index has been carried out using open access digitized materials through the Hathi Trust and Google Books. Where available, the index provides links to digitized volumes of the journals through those sites to further assist researchers. We have deliberately linked to whole volumes as opposed to individual poems because we believe that students and researchers benefit from experiencing the poem within the whole periodical. Projects like the Periodical Poetry Index not only can serve students through providing research tools and historical information but also can help to educate them about the terms of public domain usage for print materials and the political and intellectual stakes of digital remediation.
We believe that in order to understand how poems circulated within Victorian print culture students and teachers must consider the material context of surrounding pages and text. Thus, the Periodical Poetry Index provides information about individual poems and their context in the specific issue and volume of the periodical. By offering users the option of browsing periodicals by title and date, the index also provides a bird's-eye view of all the poems published in a given title for a specific year. The database also allows users to search for citations which meet specified criteria, such as the number of lines, the poetic form, or the presence of illustrations. Such information can help students learn about Victorian publishing practices more broadly and can lead to possible research assignments, as described below.
As an evolving digital project, the Periodical Poetry Index reveals research as a process of discovery. By understanding how research questions lead to the creation of new knowledge, students can develop skills that apply more broadly to professional contexts outside the humanities classroom. Given the possibilities for distributed participation in digital projects, student researchers could also contribute to future versions of the index.
Just as the project continues to evolve, so do our approaches to teaching nineteenth-century poetry in periodicals. We see the Periodical Poetry Index as a flexible tool that enables the development of different kinds of learning and research. In the examples that follow, we look at how teachers might use the index in graduate and undergraduate surveys, poetry courses, research methods and bibliography courses, and digital humanities courses.
Graduate and Undergraduate Survey Courses
Students in survey courses need an introduction to periodicals both as context for poetry and as a vehicle for understanding nineteenth-century culture. Assignments and in-class activities using the Periodical Poetry Index can help students understand how poetry circulated within larger cultural discourses.
A possible in-class activity or assignment asks students to compare the experience of finding and reading a poem in an anthology and in a periodical. Students are assigned Felicia Hemans's "Homes of England" and two other poems of their choice. One half of the class reads the assignment from the anthology while the other reads it from Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine, using the Periodical Poetry Index to locate the poems. Class discussion would explore the differences in the reading experiences and what other poems students encountered.
A potential out-of-class assignment asks students to research and contextualize the periodical essays on poetry often reprinted in classroom anthologies. For instance, the Longman Anthology of British Literature includes several of John Wilson's essays on the Cockney School of Poetry from Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine. Yet it is often difficult for students to grasp that Wilson's essays on John Keats and the Cockney Poets are part of a larger conversation about poetry occurring in and between periodicals. The Periodical Poetry Index helps students access the poems under discussion as well as other poems and poets that were part of that conversation.
Poetry Courses
Even with today's expanded classroom anthologies, which include a much broader selection from the many works published in the Victorian period, what we typically teach in specialized graduate or undergraduate courses on Victorian literature is just a small sample of what was published. The Periodical Poetry Index can help defamiliarize the textbook canon by introducing students to a wider array of periodical poems.
An in-class activity introduces students to these larger theoretical ideas by exploring the list of authors included in the index and discussing how it differs from the selection of poets in the classroom anthology. This could lead into a larger discussion about signature practices and poetry. Using the item detail screens in the index, which provide information about poem length and some aspects of poetic form, students also explore the question of what kind of poetry was being published during the period. This discussion leads to a research assignment that asks students to analyze poems published within a particular journal or span of years. Students examine selected periodicals and report their findings on signature practices, print features, form, and theme.
Research Methods and Bibliography Courses
Undergraduate and graduate courses in research methods and bibliography often include a focus on teaching students how to use different types of academic databases. 
Digital Humanities Courses
In graduate or undergraduate digital humanities courses, students learn about the tools, methods, and theories of digital scholarship. Because the organization, user interface, and content of digital projects face different constraints than do print form resources, projects like the Periodical Poetry Index can help students understand the relations among project goals, design, and execution.
An in-class assignment asks students to work in groups to explore and critique the goals, design, and user experience of the Periodical Poetry Index and other digital projects. A research assignment asks students to form teams which will identify an information resource on a given topic or in a sub-field that could benefit from being re-imagined or invented in a digital project. Teams then create a proposal that addresses research goals and project design and, depending on the type of course, might begin project implementation.
These pedagogical examples not only suggest the ways in which our Periodical Poetry Index might serve teachers and students but also highlight the connection between collaboration and digital work. Traditionally, humanities students, unlike those in the sciences, have not benefited from collaborative research experiences. As we have developed our collaborative skills on this project, we have found the process enjoyable and have viewed it as a way to sustain our research curiosity over time. Today, digital technology facilitates access to the cultural record, encourages new kinds of research projects, and makes those projects possible through such tools as Skype and Google Documents. Such tools and skills allow us to combine our individual expertise even though we have not been in the same place together since we began developing the index in 2010. In the same spirit, we invite comments, questions, and participation in the project from readers of this essay. For more information, see www.periodicalpoetry.org. I help prepare students for this work through class discussion of visual images early in the semester. For example, after we read Lady Windermere's Fan, I show students the "Fancy Portrait" of Wilde at the opening night entitled "Too Too Puffickly Precious!!!" from Punch, 1 and we discuss the image's representation of masculinity, celebrity, and aesthetes. As well, I present real-time search techniques for digitized databases in class, demonstrating how to access databases from the library website and conducting a sample search using the keyword "New Woman." Additionally, I post a pdf of a successful paper from a previous semester on the course electronic blackboard, and on the syllabus I list the various formats of the three journals available to students: Because our library has hard copies of each journal as well as digital resources, I decided that surveying students could illuminate to what degree students turned to historical hard copies as well as (or instead of) digital databases. Documenting their use patterns was especially interesting to me because, in contrast to the first two times I offered the course and the assignment, 2 I now had digitized databases available for all three periodicals, a situation that offered a good opportunity to reflect on what difference digitization has made in the work and learning that students do. Surveying student use of electronic sources also offered preliminary information about the degree to which students visited (and preferred) commercial or pro bono sites, since alternative venues offered digital editions of Punch and the Yellow Book (and the Savoy, as a student later informed me, on the Internet Archive website).
Appendix 1 reproduces the survey I administered to students, appendix 2 reproduces the form securing permission to quote student comments in any article or scholarly presentation I submitted, 3 and appendix 3 lists the quantified survey results. The survey queried students about their use of hard or digital copies, which digital resources they used, how often they accessed the databases in the course of doing their research, whether they used browsing as well as keyword searches, and how confident they felt about having a research method and having gained a greater historical sense of the 1890s. Out of a class of twenty-nine students, I received twenty-two completed surveys, enough of a sample to gather some important information, not all of which I would have anticipated.
One outcome was predictable: only three in the entire class said they consulted hard copies. Of those who "never" looked at a hard copy, most cited the convenience and ease of digital searching as reasons. But their comments about this were not always what I expected. As Grace explained, "I really would have liked to see the actual documents in person; I just didn't have time to do that during the semester." LyTer Green and Katie spoke wistfully of the "charm" and "authenticity" of hard copies, suggesting that hard copies have a kind of "aura" now that the premier research medium is digital. H. Ross Thomason could see research reasons for looking at hard copies, though he didn't use them: "Hard copy issues may facilitate browsing and understanding better the historical context of a picture/piece (preceding and succeeding articles)." Indeed, Charmaine, one of the students who used hard copies, independently commented, "I was able to see the full context in which an image was placed including: the article itself and other surrounding articles or commentary" (another student, Trilby, concurred). Trilby and Charmaine also mentioned the clarity of the hard-copy images (and easily available citation details) as other advantages.
4 I was particularly intrigued that Anna, a graduating senior majoring in English and journalism, opted to consult hard copies "several times" as well as databases. She praised the "easy viewing" and "continuity of volumes, [as] opposed to random results in researches" but regretted the materials' fragility and the time they demanded.
Most, however, were perfectly happy with digital resources, appreciating their twenty-four-hour accessibility from multiple locations and ability to bring so much material together so rapidly. Chad Gallman also found a resource I hadn't yet discovered, the Internet Archive digital edition of the Savoy produced by the Philadelphia Museum of Art. 5 As he commented, "The website I used allowed me to view multiple pages at a time, allowing [me] to find images more easily yet still in chronological order. It was a lot faster than going page by physical page." Ryerson University's Yellow Nineties Online website, I should note, also offers this flipbook feature for the Yellow Book. Regarding the commercial databases, some students expressed frustration with available navigation tools and methods for searching for images rather than texts or article titles. Several shared the view of Katherine, who did not know "what key terms to search, because it seemed like when I searched the ones from class things didn't always come up." Ashley Hart also found the process unsatisfactory, concluding, "It would have been easier if the databases were better organized. I honestly wish I had looked at the physical copies rather than digital reproductions. It's faster or more efficient in research." On the whole, then, students relied on digital resources for their speed and convenience, but a significant number found searches for visual material less amenable than database text searches and occasionally ended up frustrated.
What difference did digital resources make from a teaching perspective? The students seemed more comfortable with the assignment in spring semester 2011 than they had three years earlier, when even some good, engaged students had difficulty conceptualizing and completing this archival research assignment. The apparent gains of 2011 students may have resulted partially from my more active efforts to ensure that they understood how to proceed, but I suspect that their enhanced confidence also resulted from their greater ability to work within a medium more congenial to them than hands-on or microfilm research. I did note one disadvantage resulting from the problems students had finding usable keywords to locate relevant visual materials. Some of the same images, disappointingly, began to recur, especially those with "New Woman" in the title. 6 The content of papers on these cartoons also became somewhat predictable. But many students also made good use of browsing digital sources to generate fresh material and analysis. Such is the case with Grace, who analyzed two less-than-expected Punch images in relation to the New Woman issue of education and the paired threat and ridicule it elicited. Bypassing the obvious ridicule of an old maid in "Aweary! Aweary!" in which "Miss Certainage," who has been reading Schopenhauer, laments, "Ah, Major, I'm sure I shall die young!" (her niece rejoining, "Oh no, Aunt dear, I'm CERTAIN you won't!"), 7 Grace zeroed in on the aunt's aged visage and the suggestion that, since women's minds were ostensibly ill-equipped for philosophy, the aunt has been made literally ill by her reading (figure 1). The second image was entitled "Three Little Maids from School," the caption reading, "After an ample school-feast, the girls sat drowsily under an orange-tree, when they were suddenly startled by the appearance of a snake. 'Don't be frightened, Betsy Jane,' cried Anna Maria, the eldest; ''ee won't 'urt yer, 'ee only comes from the Lowther Harkade'" (figure 2). 8 Grace was intrigued both by the old connection between women's knowledge and snakes and by the stereotype of women's vanity, which she connected to the inclusion of the white heron at a time when demand for feathers for women's hats was so great that the heron faced the possibility of extinction. One of the advantages of having students present oral presentations prior to writing their papers, incidentally, was the opportunity it gave me to offer guidance about contemporary references, including allusions in these two images to Tennyson's "Mariana," Gilbert and Sul- livan's Mikado, and Leighton's painting The Hesperides (1892). Students necessarily miss cues that signal the need to establish a historical reference or news cycle, as with Leighton's The Hesperides in the May 1892 Royal Academy exhibition, which had opened just one week before the Punch parody appeared. (The visual allusion to Leighton indicates the importance for both beginning and advanced researchers of supplementing digital "hits" or one-off images with lateral investigations of context.)
Brennan focused on the image from the cover of the Savoy's first number, analyzing with deft insight and nuance the masks, fluid gender identities, artifice, and unstable figure and ground in relation to decadence and Wilde's "The Decay of Lying" (figure 3). These two papers, and others, left me feeling positive about the value of this assignment, though I remain interested in gathering additional suggestions about how to enhance their search methods for visual material.
9
This assignment reminded me afresh of the claims of both hard copy and digital archives in periodical research and has heightened my interest in the forms of knowledge the two media produce. When I taught a graduate seminar on Victorian literature and periodicals in the fall of 2011, we began by visiting the library seminar room where three to five volumes each of multiple hardbound titles were available for inspection; I asked the students to choose a volume, look through it for thirty to forty minutes, then report to the class on something interesting each found. Only afterward did we go to the computer lab for an introduction to search techniques for digital databases. Digital searches remained the predominant mode of inquiry in the graduate course as they did in "Wilde Years." But every student began with a haptic, visual, and intellectual awareness of the material embodiment of Victorian periodicals as well as their virtual, digital form. My hope is that such pedagogical approaches can spur ongoing exploration of the ways that our medium of investigation shapes not only what but how we can know, conceptualize, and theorize. Original: Instructor and/or teaching assistant; copy supplied on request to student
